
Kahlo  
Recliner
Full featured lift recliner with modern design aesthetics

The new lift mechanism has a more 
vertical lift with a slight tilt compared to 
the forward tilt you find on generic chairs

Lay-flat recliner

Footrest extension

3 Independent motors for a wide range of position combinations and support

Power Headrest
The individually adjustable head support allows you 
to lift or lower the position of the headrest even when 
the backrest is fully reclined providing a higher level of 
adjustment for your neck and back.

Power Backrest and Power Footrest
With a the dual lift system, it allows you to individually  
adjust the backrest and the footrest for the position that 
best fits the clinical needs of the client.



SPECIFICATIONS

Description Overall 
Depth

Overall 
Width

Overall 
Height

Seat 
Depth

Seat 
Width

Seat 
Height

Reclined 
Length

Product 
Weight

Max User 
Weight

Kahlo Recliner 
KA557 1016mm 890mm 1092mm 520mm 520mm 508mm 508mm 74kg 158kg

www.kcare.com.au

Please contact customerservice@kcare.com.au to find 
out more information on specific models in each range. 

Features
· Dual lift function

· Lay-flat recliner

· Footrest extension

· All close and all lift buttons

· Hand controller

· Ultra durable fabrics

·  Support to accommodate  
sitting posture

Easy to use hand control
· Soft grip buttons

·  Choose “full recline” or “full stand”  
with the touch of a button.

Customer Feedback:

I’d experienced Kyphosis for most of my life,  with the condition 
becoming steadily worse recently. The weakening back muscles 
has meant a decline in everyday physical functions.  Activities 
that you take for granted such as walking or getting out of a 
chair was becoming more challenging. 

My therapist encouraged me to try an Alivio Lift chair - the 
power backrest combined with power head/footrest means 
that I could easily achieve (and adjust to) comfortable positions 
every time. The chairs lift and tilt feature provides a pain-free 
way to get up securely and confidently and go about my 
everyday business.

Therapist Feedback:

For clients with postural complaints or conditions - the  
ability to customise head, lumbar, back and feet position;  
can make a world of difference to their comfort levels.  
The ability to make frequent posture adjustments over a  
period of time is also very reassuring. 

The Alivio Lift Recliner Range provides an excellent choice 
of sizes, features, and individual preferences - which is why I 
recommend Alivio to my clients time and time again.

General Conditions that the Power Headrest adjustment can assist with:

Kyphosis ArthritisLordosis Functionality


